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We consider in this paper the question of when the semi-commutator T/8 - T,T, 
on the Bergman space with bounded harmonic symbols is compact. Several con- 
ditions equivalent to compactness of T/g- T,T, are given. As a consequence we 
prove a conjecture of Axler that for bounded analytic functions f and g on the unit 
disk, T/ TB - T, Ti is compact iff either f or g is constant on each Gleason part 
P(m) except D. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
We consider in this paper the question of when the product H,* H, of 
two Hankel operators on the Bergman space with bounded harmonic sym- 
bols is compact. The product H,* Hg is equal to the semi-commutator 
Trg - TrTg. Several conditions equivalent to compactness of H,* Hg are 
given. Consequently we prove Axler’s conjecture [2]. 
As is well known, for f and g in L”( aD), Axler, Chang, and Sarason [ 31 
and Volberg [8] have shown that H/ Hg on the Hardy space is compact 8 
H” [f] n H” [g] c H” + C(aD). By means of the theorem of Axler and 
Shields [S J, we also obtain that H/* H, is compact iff H”[f] n H”[g] c 
{uE@(“w: UIP(m) E H” lPcrnJ for thin part P(m) in M} for bounded 
harmonic functions f and g. 
Let D denote the open unit disk in the complex plane C, and dA the 
usual normalized area measure on D. The Bergman space Li is the Hilbert 
space of analytic functions g: D --) @ with inner product given by 
CL g> = Jp t?(z) Wz). 
As usual, L”(D) denotes the set of bounded measurable functions on D, 
and H”(D) is the set of bounded analytic functions on D. Let P denote the 
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orthogonal projection of L*(D, dA) onto L:(D). Forfc L”(D), the Hankel 
operator ZZ, Lz + (L:(D))' and the Toeplitz operator T,: Lz + Li are 
defined by H,(h) = (I- P)(fh) and Tf(h) = P(fh), respectively. 
Let A be the maximal ideal space of H”O(D). The Gleason part P(m) 
corresponding to m is the equivalence class of a point m in A, 
P(m)=(m,EA:p(m,m,)< l}, 
where p(m, m,) is the pseduo-hyperbolic distance from m, to m defined by 
p(m,ml)=sup{If(ml)l;f~H”(D), Ilfll,~landf(m)=~). 
If m and m, are in the usual disk, the pseduo-hyperbolic distance is given 
by 
p(m,m,)= lml,mm .I I 1 
If a is a point of D, let L,(z) be the linear fractional map 
L,(z) = .
Callasequence(z,)inDthiniflim,,,~,~.lz,-z,~/~l-~,z,I=land 
a part P(m) thin if m is in the closure of some thin sequence. 
Now we state some of Hoffman’s results [7] that will be used in this 
paper. 
Hl. Let m be any point of A\D. There exists a sequence (8,) in D 
such that {p,,} has no accumulation points in D, m is in the closure of 
{fl,,}, the coresponding maps LBn converge pointwise to L,, a map from D 
into A, and for any bounded analytic function h, h 0 L," converges to h 0 L, 
uniformly on compacta, so that 
H2. If the Gleason part P(m) contains at least two points, P(m) is an 
analytic disk, and L, is a one-to-one analytic map from D onto the 
Gleason part P(m). 
The map L, plays an important role in our paper. The Gleason part 
does the same job on the Bergman space as the support set on the Hardy 
space. 
For f analytic on D, the Bloch norm 11 f lls off is defined by 
Ilf IIs=~~~~~~-l~12~lf’~~~l:~~~. 
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The Bloch space D is the set of analytic functions f on D such that 
II f IIp < a. 
D(z, r) will denote the pseduo-hyperbolic disc {w E D: p(w, z) < r} for 
z E D and 0 < r < 1, and k, is the normalized Bergman reproducing kernel 
l-1212 
(1 -Zw)2‘ 
The following theorem is our main result. 
THEOREM. Suppose f and g are bounded harmonic functions on D. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Hf*H, is compact; 
(b) T,T,- T/, is compact; 
(c) For each thin part P(m) except D, either f Ipc,j~ H”(D)I.,,, or 
gl ~~rn@WD)I~~,~; 
(d) For m in A\D, either f 0 L, E H” or g 0 L, E H”; 
(e) H”(D)[f]nH”(D)[g]c{uEC(.M):uI.(,,EH”(D) for each 
thin part P(m) except D}; 
(f) lim,.,,,min{(l-lz12)l(~f/~~)(z)l, (1-Iz12)l(~g/~~)(z)l)=0. 
In particular, the following theorem, which was conjectured by Axler 
[2], is valid. 
THEOREM. Suppose f and g are bounded analytic functions on D. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a’) Hf He is compact; 
(b’) TrT,* - Tti is compact; 
(c’) For each thin part P(m) except D, either f Ipcmj or glpt,,,) is 
constant; 
(d’) For each Gleason part P(m) except D, either f Ipc,,,) or glpt,,,) is 
constant; 
(e’) fWD)Cfl nH”(D)Ct?l= {UE WV: ~l~~,~~fWD)l~~~~ for 
each thin part except D}; 
(f’) liq,I,I min {(I- Iz12)lf’(z)l, (I- lz12)l g’(z)lI =O. 
We shall prove (d)*(f) and (f)*(a) in Section 1 and (a) =z. (d) 3 
(c)o (e) and (c) * (a) in Section 2. It is easy to show that 
TfT,- Tjg= -Hf*H,. 
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Hence the equivalence of (a) and (b) is true. The equivalence (f’)o (c’) 
that may have been known before will be proved in Section 1. In Section 2 
we show that if f and g are bounded harmonic functions and H/* Hg = 0, 
then either for g is in H*(D). This means that TF Tg = TyE iff either for g 
is analytic. 
The reader may be enthralled by the special concept, thin part. In fact, it 
is natural that the thin part plays the special role since there is a function 4 
in H” such that d 0 L,(z) = z for the thin part m, which is not true for all 
Gleason parts. 
At the same time that the results of this paper were obtained, S. Axler 
and P. Gorkin [4] proved the same result as in Theorem 6, using methods 
different from ours. 
1 
We first want to describle the function properties of a bounded analytic 
function f if f is constant on some Gleason part P(m). For convenience we 
assume m $ D from now on. 
LEMMA 1. If f is H” and constant on P(m), then for fixed 0 < r < 1 
!~~w~~~,,(1-Iw12)f'(w)=0. 
Proof: Suppose that there is a net (z,) in D such that z, + m. Then 
f 0 L,, + f 0 L, uniformly on compacta from Hl. Since f 0 L, is constant, 
f 0 L&(z) = lim(f 0 L,,)’ (z) = 0. 
Since for w in &z,, r) there is a z in 4(0, r) such that w-L,@(z), we get 
Thus we have proved the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let f and g be in H”(D). Zf either f or g is constant on each 
thin part then for all 0 < r < 1 
Proof Suppose either f or g is constant on each thin part, but there are 
points (z,) in D with Iz,I + 1 such that for some E > 0 and fixed 0 < r < 1 
Clearly z, may be chosen so that {z”} is a thin sequence. 
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Let m be in the closure of { zn} in A. There is a subnet {z,,} of {z,} 
converging to m in A; then m is a thin part. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that fis constant on P(m). It follows from Lemma 1 that 
lim max (1- Isj”)f’(s)=O. 
z.k + m SE D(Z”,, r)
The above equation contradicts (*), so the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f and g are in H”(D). Then the following are 
equivalent :
(c’) either f or g is constant on each thin part P(m); 
(f) limlzl + 1 min {(1-lzl')lf'(z)l, (1-Iz12)lg’(z)I~=0. 
Proof: In fact Lemma 2 implies that 
lim min {~~-I~12~If’~~~l,~~-I~12~lg’~~~I}=~, IZI - 1 
provided that either f or g is constant on each thin part P(m) except D. 
Suppose that a thin part m E JZ\D and neither f nor g is constant on P(m). 
From Hl we may assume that f 0 L;(O) # 0 and g 0 L&(O) # 0. Thus there is 
a net {z,,} in D coverging to m such that 
lim (1- Iz,I*)f’(z,)=foL&(O) 
Z” - m 
lim (1- Iz,I’)g’(z,)=goL~(O). 
in - m 
Clearly z, may be chosen so that {zn} is a thin part. 
so 
lim ~~~{~~-l~12~If’~~~l,~~-l~12~l~‘~~~l~ I:( -+ 1 
= min {If 0 L;(O)1 , I go L&(O)1 } > 0. 
The above contradiction completes the proof 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 < r < 1 and let f and g be functions in the Bloch space. If 
lim min isey:r) Cl- Is12Nf’(s)I, tG5~:,j(1 - It12)I g’(t)lI =O IZI - 1 
then 
,=,’ 1 o(r r) If(w)-f(z)ll g(w)-&)II k,12 d4w)=O. lim s , 
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Proof. For w E D(z, r) we have 
f(w) -f(z) = JbifT tw+(l--)z](w-z)& 
Thus 
If(w)-f(z)1 Glw-zl J; If’Ctw+(l---t)zlI d’y:) IfV)l Iw--zI. 
(1) 
Because 
Iw-zlddiamD(z,r)<CD~~,(1-Is12) 
it follows from (1) that 
(2) 
In fact the above inequality is also true iff is replaced by g. Thus 
I If(w) -f(z)ll g(w) - &)ll kz I 2 Ww) DC& I) 
<C2 
s Dl;,,~C,~~~~,~~‘-I~l2~If’~~~llC~~~~~~~~~-l~l2~l~‘~I)lll~112~~ 
G C2 min {seyzx,, U- b12)l f’b)L tsyzxr, U- I d2)l g’(Ol} 
xmax {se~~z~,, U- I~12)lfW19 tEyj,, (I- W)l s’Wl}. 
Since f and g are in the Bloch space, there is a constant B > 0 such that 
max {~f~~~x~~(l-ls12)lf’(s)l, ,~yzx,,U-MZ)I g’(t)l)GB. 
Therefore 
s I f (WI -f (z)ll g(w) -dz)ll k, I2 Ww) Ix-5 I) 
By the hypothesis we obtain 
lim I If(w)-f(z)ll g(w)--&)ll k,12Ww)=0, 121 - 1 D(z, I)
completing the proof. 
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LEMMA 4. If f and g are in the Bloch space and for all 0 < r < 1 
as IzI -+ 1, then 
lim I Izl-rl D If(w)-f(z)ll g(w)-&)ll b12Ww)=0. 
Prooj: Now we estimate the following integral for fixed 0 < r < 1: 
I I f-(w) -f(z)ll g(w) -&)ll k2 I2 dA D\D(z. r)
112 < 
(i 
If(w)-f(z)12 Idw)-&)12 Ikl’dA D\D(z,r) > 
> 
112 
X Ik,l’dA . 
It follows from [2, Theorem 21 that there is a constant C > 0 such that 
I S(w) -fM” I kz I2 dA G c II f IIf7 
114 
G Ifb+-fWl” Ik,12dA 
X 0 kW-&)14 k12 B > 
114 
(1 -r2)1/2 
and 
(3) 
> 
114 
I b+-~~z)14 lk,12 dA = c II gllg. 
For any E > 0 we may choose 
E2 
S~~~+~~~4~IIfII~+~~2~ll~Il~+~~2~ 
If 1 - r < 6 the inequality (3) implies 
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f I f(w)-f(z)11 g(w) -&)ll kz I2 u D\D(A r) 
GC2 Ilfll~ II gllg (1 -r2P2 
< c II f II fi II g II 
& 
p C(Ilfll~+ l)(II gllf?+ 1) 
< E. 
Thus 
I I f(w) -f(z)ll g(w) -dz)ll k2 I2 d.4 D 
< I IS(w)-f(z)ll g(w)-&NI kz12dA D\D(z, r)
+f I f(w) --f(z)11 g(w) -&Ml k2 I2 dA 00, I) 
GE+ f I f(w) -S(z)ll g(w) -dz)ll k2 I2 d-4 D(r. r) 
if 1 - r < 6. Lemma 3 says 
lim I If(w)--f(z)11 g(w)-g(z)ll k,12 dA(w)=O lzl+l D(r,r) 
for fixed 0 < r < 1. The above inequality gives 
iiiii I I f(w) -f(z)ll g(w) -gb)ll 4 I2 dA(w) GE. lZl+1 D 
so 
lim s If(w)-f(z)ll g(w)-g(z)11 k212 dA(w)=O lZl-‘l D 
since E is arbitrary. The proof is finished. 
We state the following lemma which is proved in [2] and will be used in 
the proof of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 5. Let 
~=sup 1 11-za~-6’5(1-~a()-3’5dA(a):z~D 
D 
Then Kc co. 
The following lemma will be used twice in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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LEMMA 6. There is a constant C > 0 such that 
1 
l/l2 
I f(w) -f(z)11 g(w) -&)ll k2 I 2 Mw) 
for all z E D. 
Proof: Fix z E D, and make the change of variables by A= 4,(w) to get 
I I f(w) -f(zMl g(w) -&)I dA(w) D )l-zw12 J1-lw12 
=di+ D [, 
I fQi2V) -f(z)ll g”4*(~)-dz)l 
Il-alJ~ 
&@) 1 
dJi+ [i IS~d2(4-f(dld I P4@)-d416 d‘w) D 1 
116 
1 
516 
X Il-z~~-6’5(1-~I~2)-3’5dA(Iz) . 
It follows from Lemma 5 that 
s I I-(w) -f’(z)11 ET(w) -&)I dA(w) D Il-zw2 &-m 
[J If42(~kt-W I g42w-dzv dA(l) D 1 l/6 K5/6 
“J&2 [i 1 
l/12 
I &t-042@) -f(z)l I kT”42(A) -&)I We) K5/6 D 
1 
l/12 
X I focm) --ml” I &7”62(2) -&)I” d4) 
(by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) 
1 
12 
D I fo42U) -f(z)l I go4201 -&)I WA) K5’6 
X [I I fo#,(n) -fwl*’ W1) D 1 
l/66 
D 1 
1166 
X D I Pd2(+&)122w~) 
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(by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) 
y& [J 1 
l/12 
I .fo42(n) -f(z)1 I g”#2(A) -&)I da) D 
x P6 II f II f/” II g II ;‘” 
(this inequality comes from [2, Theorem 23) 
Q&2 D 1 
l/l2 
D I fo #,(A) -f(z)1 I g”MJ) -&)I WA) * 
The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2. Iff and g are in the Bloch space and 
lim s I f (WI -f (z)ll g(w) -&)ll k2 I2 Ww) = 0, Irl+l D 
then Hi H# is compact. 
Proof: For any h E L:(D) and z E D we have 
1 
(H/*H,h)(z)= l _ lzl2 (Hf*H& k) 
= j-+ (H,h, H/k,) 
1 
=y ((E-&))h, (S-f(z))kz) 
I--lzl 
= (f(w)-f(z))(g(w)--g(z))h(w)dA(w) 
I D (1 -zKQ* 
It is obvious that for fixed 0 < r < 1 the operator S, defined by 
W(z) = 5, 
(f(W)-f(Z))(g(w)-g(z))h(w)XD(o,r)(Z)dA(W) 
(1 -zW)2 
is a compact operator from L:(D) to L*(D). In fact, S, is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator because 
(f(w)-f(z))(g(w)-g(z))xDco,,(z) 
(1 -zzw)2 
is in L*(D x D). 
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For any h E L:(D) and z E D we have 
< 
i 
XD\rD(W)l f(w) -f(z)ll g(w) -&)ll h(w)1 dA(w) 
D (l-zW12 
< 
XD\,D(Z)I f(w)-f(z)II g(W)-dZ)I dAtwJ “* 
11 -zKJ&,/m 1 
XD\,D(Z)I f(w)-f(z)II g(W)-dZ)I &TT I hfwJl2 dAtwJ “* 
X 
11 -zzw12 1 . 
(4) 
Combining (4) and Lemma 6 gives 
< 1 Cr XD\,D(Z)I f(w)-f(z)II g(W)-dz)I dAgwJ D D 11 -zG&/m 1 
X 
I f(w) -f(zNl g(w) -&)I -&-m I h(w)l2 dA(w) 
Il-Zwl’ 1 dA(z) 
(by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) 
‘ID,.,& 1 
l/12 
I f(w) -f(zMl g(w) -dz)ll k2 I2 d-4(w) 
X 
I f(w) -fk)ll L?(w) -&)I &-m , h(w)l2 dA(w) 
11 -Tw12 1 dA(z) 
(by Lemma 6) 
I f(w) -f(z)ll g(w) -dz)lI kz I2 Ww) 
(by Lemma 6 again) 
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1 
112 
I f(w) -f(u)11 g(w) -duNI k, I2 Ww) 
x s D I Mw)l &JWw12 &-q---q [I D I f(w) -f(z)ll g(w) 
1 
l/12 
-g(z)ll k,12 Wz) Ww) 
<c sup 
[, ueD\rD D 
I f(w) -f(uNl g(w) -du)ll k I2 dA(w) 1 
l/12 
1 
l/12 
If(w)-f(u)ll g(w)--g(u)ll k,12Ww) . 
It is easy to verify that 
[ 
j- If(w)-f(u)ll g(w)-duNI U2d&4 1 
w 
Csup =P’ 
UED D 
is bounded sincef and g are in Bloch space. Thus 
llfqq-WI <PC sup 
[ 
J- If(w)-f(u)llg(w 
ueD\rD D 
)-duNI U2Ww 
t/24 
)I * 
Since 
lim f I f(w) -f(z)ll g(w) -dz)ll k, l’dA(w)=O, lzl-rl D 
we have 
lim IIHf*H,--S,I =O; 
r+l 
so H)-* H# is compact since S, is compact for any 0 < r < 1, completing the 
proof. 
Now we turn to the proof of the main results of this section. Although 
Theorem 3 is a corollary of Theorem 4, we give a proof of Theorem 3 by 
combining with the lemmas and Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Iff andg are in H”(D) and eitherfor g is constant on each 
Gleason part P(m) of .N, then Hr HE is compact. 
ProojY From Theorem 2 it s&ices to prove 
lim I If(w)-f(z)11 g(w)--g(z)11 k,12dA(w)=0. (5) Izl+1 D 
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Combining Lemmas 2 and 3 with Lemma 4 implies that the above 
equation (5) holds. So H/*Hg is compact. 
THEOREM 4. Zf f and g are bounded harmonic functions on D and for 
each thin part P(m) of Jl either f I ,+) E H” 1 pCmj or g ) p(mj E H” I pCmj, then 
(a) H,* Hg is compact; 
(0 lim,,, + 1 min ((I- Iz12)l(~f/Wz)l, (I- Iz12)l(WW(z)l~ =a 
Prooj Since f and g are bounded harmonic functions on D, there are 
functions fi, f2, g, , and g, in the Bloch space such that f = fi +J2 and 
g=g, +g2. Thus 
and (af/Wz) =A(z), (ag/W(z) =&(z). 
Combining Lemmas 2-4 with Theorem 2 shows that it is sufficient o prove 
that for fixed 0 < r < 1 
Suppose that (6) does not hold. There are points {z”} c D and E > 0 such 
that 
and {zn} has no accumulation points in D. Since there is a thin sub- 
sequence of {z,,}, we may assume that {zn} is thin. Let m be in the closure 
{z,} in A. Without loss of generality we may assume f I p(mj EH”O I p(mj and 
{z,,} converges to m. Let {w,} be points in D satisfying 
1. w, E D(z,, r) 
2. (1-lw,I’)lf’(~,)l= max (l--l~l~)lfi(s)l. scD(z,,r) 
(7) 
Since A is compact, there is a subnet of { wn} converging to some m 1. 
For convenience we may assume that {wn} converges to m,. Since 
~(z,,, w,) < r, then m, is in P(m). Since f IpC,,,) E H” IpC,,,), we have 
Thus 
fl ~~m,~~H*Iivn,v 
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= lim (1 - 1 W, 1 2)f;(w,). 
w,-m, 
This contradicts (7). The proof is finished. 
2 
In this section we first consider compactness of Hi* Hi for f and g in 
H”(D) and make use of the maps L, to turn the compactness of H/ H2 
into the condition 
The following Lemma 7 is the partial result of [6, Theorem X.2.51. 
LEMMA 7. Let m(z) = L,(z) be in P(m) for some z in D. Then there is a 
constant c, 1 c I= 1 such that 
Proof. It follows from H2 that L, and L,,,, are one-to-one analytic 
maps from D onto the Gleason part P(m). Thus L;,‘,, 0 L, 0 tiz: D + D is an 
onto, one-to-one, analytic function, and L&o L, 04,(O) = 0. It is well 
known that there is a constant c such that ( c I= 1 and 
L,,‘,, 0 L, 0 qs,( w) = cw. 
so L(z,(CW) = Lo h(w). 
Although Proposition 1 is a corollary of Proposition 2, we give its proof 
since the proof is also interesting. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf Hz* H2 is compact for f and g in H*(D), then 
f$,J$~m=O 
for all m in A\D. 
580/83/1-a 
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Proof: For any m E A’\D there is a net {z”} c D converging to m 
(Corona Theorem), so 
f~L*,(W) -foL*,(O) -foL,(w) -foUO) pointwise, 
gO~*,(w)-gO~*,(0)~gO~,(w)-gO~,(O) pointwise. 
In addition f 0 L,,,(z) and go L,(z) are bounded on D. So for any bounded 
analytic function h 
2,-m J li  h(foL,“-f&,(O))(t+Lz.-&Lz.(O)) dA 
D 
= h(foL,-fiL,(O))(jj~L,-goL,(O))dA. s D 
On the other hand, 
I h(f”L,n-foL,“(0))(g.L,“--g.L,(O))dA D 
= I D (f-f~~,,(O))(~-g.L,~(O))Ik,~l*h~L,~dA 
= W&dznkze, H/k,,) = <hoL,kzn, H;f+,). 
Since HF Hg is compact 
II H; H/k,, II -+ 0 as z,-+m. 
Therefore 
(8) 
I(hoLznkn, H;H$zn)l G Ilh~L~k~Il l H;HfkJl 
<Ilhll, lIH~H~k,II -+Oasz,-+m. (9) 
Combining (8) and (9) we get that 
lim I h(f~L,-f~L,(0))(~~Lzn-tW,(O))dA=O. G-m D 
This implies that 
s h(fo~,-fo~,(O))(goL,-gOL,(0))dA=O (10) D 
for all bounded analytic functions h. Replacing m by m(z) in (10) we obtain 
s h(f 0 L,,z, -fo L&)W L,(z) -go L,,,,(O)) dA = 0. D 
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The above equality combined with Lemma 7 implies 
s h(foL,oO,-foL,(z))(goL,o~,-goL,(z))dA=O. D 
Changing the variables by I = d=(w) gives 
s h 0 &(fo L, -fo L,(O))( g 0 L, -S 0 L,(O))( k, I* dA = 0. D 
We may subsitute h 0 #z for h to change the above equality into 
I h(foL,-foL,(O))@L,-~~L,(O))(k,l*dA=O. D 
Thus 
(4 H~o.,Hf,~,,,kz) = 0. 
We know that H”(D) is dense in L:(D). So 
Hf.= LmHe o & = 0, 
which implies that 
Hf&Ig.~m=O. 
Before we generalize the above proposition for bounded harmonic 
functions f and g, we need the following lemma which is proved in [ 11. 
LEMMA 8. Let 4 be a Mobius transformation from D onto D and define 
an operator U, on L*(D) by 
q&(z) =gC&)l Cd’(z)l. 
Then 
(a) U4 is unitary, 
(b) PU, = U,P. 
PROPOSITION 2. If f and g are bounded harmonic functions and H/H, is 
compact, then 
Hf=,.H,o.m=O 
for all m in JZ\D. 
Proof: Since f and g are harmonic functions, there are Bloch functions 
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fi,fi,gl, and g2 such thatf=f, +fz and g=g, +gz. For any m in .M\D 
there is a net {z,} converging to m. Then 
; Cf~L.cZ,l+; Cf~Lh)l pointwise 
; cg”L”(z)l+; cg”L(z)l 
(11) 
pointwise. 
Since f 0 L, and go L, are bounded harmonic on D, there are Bloch 
functions f3, f4, g,, and g, such that 
f~L=f3+S, and -$fA)=JL 
g”L=g3+& and 
so 
fdw, -54(O) = I,’ & Cf~L,(tw)l dt 
h(w) -24(O) = j-i ; Cg~L,(tw)l dt. 
(12) 
Now 
W$,,&,,h~ kJ=~ (f4(w)-f4(0))(g4(w)-g4(0))hdA(w). (13) 
D 
For fixed h in H”(D) and any E >O there is a r. in (0, 1) such that if 
l>r>r, then 
J If4(~)-f4(0)lIg~(~)-g~(0)lI~ ldNw)<~ D\rD 
I D\rD 
If~~~z,(w)-fz~~~,(O)I I w4z,b+w4,,WI Ihl dA(w)<e 
for all z, in D. Combining (11) with (12) implies 
CfAw) -fdO)lC&(w) -E,(O)1 hd4w) 
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(by Fatou’s lemma and (11)) 
Since E is arbitrary 
(Hf,~,&&,, hko) =O. 
Substituting m(z) for m we have 
(Hf, ~mn(;,Hg.~,,,,k,, h o) = 0. 
Using Lemmas 7 and 8 we obtain 
W&.,H~.L, k,, hoqS,k,)=O. 
This implies 
LEMMA 9. Suppose that f and g are bounded harmonic functions. If 
H,*H,=O thenfor all ZED and ~EcYD 
Hf,,zHg.,z=O and Hjj Hgc = 0, 
where fC(w)=f(5w). 
Proof: Let Q be a Mobius function mapping D onto D. From Lemma 8 
it is easy to verify that 
So this implies the lemma if i(w) is replaced by dz(w) or <w, respectively. 
Before going on we comment on some facts that will be used in the proof 
of Theorem 5. Suppose that f =fi +y2 and g =g, + gz, where fi and g, are 
in Bloch space and Hardy space HZ. If H,* Hg = 0, then 
5 CfzoA(w) -fAz)lC&OQr(w) -iT2(z)l Ww) =a D 
This is equivalent to 
s Dfz(w) g,(w)1 k,l* dA(w) =f&) g*(z). (14) 
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Replacing fi and g, by f2 04;. and g,og), or fzc and g2<, respectively, by 
Lemma 9 we have 
s DS2°~1(W)~20BI(W)lk212dA(w)~fiad~(z)~20~~(Z) 
and 
I Df2w4 $72(bJ)I kz I2 Ww) =f2(b) &!2(b), 
where z E D and 5 E aD. 
We state the following lemma which is the special case of 
Cl, Proposition 10.23. 
LEMMA 10. Let f be a continuous function on the closed unit disk ii. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) f is harmonic on D; 
(b) for each z in D 
f(d=S, lk12SbWW~. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose f and g are bounded harmonic functions on D. If 
HI* H, = 0, then either f or g is in H*(D). 
ProojY Let f=fi +J; and g = g, +g2 where fi and gi are in the Bloch 
space and H2. Then H,* Hg = 0 implies 
The remark after Lemma 9 gives 
s Df24iW t?2~4i(w)lkl~ d4w) =f204&) i?204&) 
and 
s fit&) &(&)I k I’ Ww) =fi(&) g,(b). D 
Set 
G(z) = 5 fz(lz) &(&I d8/2z 
<EdD 
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and suppose f2 0 oA(w) = C,“=,, a.(A) w” and g2 0 4A(w) = C,“= 0 b,(l) w”. 
Then C,“=O la,(l)12<co and C,“=O Ib,(A)l’<co. Thus 
Since C,“=O a,(O) ~JO)lz12” converges unformly on 6, the function G is 
continuous. By (14) we get 
s G(w)lk,(w)12 d/l(w) = G(z). D 
It follows from Lemma 10 that G(z) is harmonic. Let A denote the Laplace 
operator. It is easy to verify that 
AC(z) = 4 f n2u,(0) b,,(O)1 z 1 2(n- ‘). 
So AC(z) = 0 implies that a,(O) 6,(O) = 0, n > 1. Similarily we can prove 
that a,(z) 6,,(z) = 0, n > 1. Now we consider only al(z) b,(z) = 0. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that there are points (wn} in D(0, r) for 
some 0 < r < 1 and {w,} has at least one accumulation in D(0, r) such that 
a,(~,,)=0 for all n. In fact u,(z)= [f20d,]‘(0)= (1- Izl’)f;(z). Thus 
f;(w,)=O. Thereforef;(w)=O f or a 11 w in D. This means that f is constant. 
The proof is complete. 
Considering Toeplitz operators on the Bergman space we interpret the 
theorem to mean that T/ Tg = TjB for bounded harmonic functions f and g 
iff either f or g is in H”(D). On the Hardy space the above result is true for 
all f and g in Loo(aD). But on the Bergman space we do not know when 
Tf* Tg = Tjg is true for f and g in L”(a). 
Now we turn to the proof of the main theorem in the section. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose f and g are bounded harmonic functions on D. Zf 
H,* H8 is compact, then either f 0 L, or g 0 L, is in H*(D) for m in JY\D. 
Proof Proposition 2 says that 
for all m in .M\D if HT H8 is compact. It follows from Theorem 5 that 
either f 0 L, or go L, is in H”(D). 
Theorem 6 gives that either f or g is in Hm(D)Ip(,,,) on each thin part 
P(m) since b 0 L,(z) = z for some b in H”(D). So far we have proved that 
(a)o (b)o (c)o (d) o (f). To complete the section we will prove 
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(d) o (e). The theorem of Axler and Shields makes the proof of the follow- 
ing theorem possible. 
THEOREM 7. Let f and g be bounded harmonic fuctions on D. The follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(c) For each thin part P(m) except D, either f 1 p(mj E Z-Z”(D)1 p(mJ or 
gl ~pn~~fWD)l~~rn~; 
(e) H”(D)[f] nHH”(D)[g] c {uEC(A): u~.(,,EH~(D) for each 
thin part P(m)}. 
Proof: That (c) implies (e) is obvious. Now we prove that (e) implies 
(c). Let m in A\D and P(m) be an analytic disk. That 
H”(D)[f]nH”(D)[g]c{uEC(d):uI.(,,EH”(D)for thin part P(m)} 
means that 
H”(D)Cf 1 n ~“(D)Cgllp~m, = H”Wp,m,. (15) 
In fact H”(D)[f]nH”(D)[g]~L,=H”oL,(D)(foL,)nH”L,(D) 
[g 0 L,] and H” 0 L,(D) = H” since P(m) is thin. Thus 
HYD)Cf 1 n H”(D)Cgl ok,, = H”(D)Cf~LI n H”(D)Cg~Ll. (16) 
The theorem of Axler and Shields says that if u and v are bounded 
harmonic but not analytic on D, then H”(D) + C(B)c H”(D)[u] n 
H”(D)[v]. Equations (15) and (16) imply 
H”(D)[foL,] n H”(D)[goL,] c H”(D). 
Thus either fo L, or go L, is in H”(D). We have finished the proof. 
3 
(1) From the proof of Theorem 3 we see that the theorem is also valid if 
D is replaced by the unit ball B, in C”. It is natural to ask if Theorem 6 is 
true on B,. But no one knows what the Gleason parts of the maximal ideal 
space of H”(B,) look like. In fact whether the Corona Theorem is valid on 
d(H”(B,)) is unknown. 
(2) Looking at our proof carefully we observe that the main results in 
the paper are also valid on the weighted Bergman space using the following 
Proposition 3 instead of Lemma 5 in the above process. 
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FQOPOSITION 3. Let a, fl> - 1. Then if [j - (a/2-/I/q)] < l/p < 1 and 
l/q + l/p = 1, there is an M > 0 such that for all z in D 
I (l-Iw12)P(a’*--‘g) dA(w)<M D I1 --WI* (l- jwl*)p’* 
Indeed we can obtain the result on the weigted Bergman space 
analogous to that on the Bergman space in [9] by means of Proposition 3. 
Before we state the following theorem, we define the weighted Bergman 
space and VMOJD). The weighted Bergman space A,,(a > - 1) is defined 
by 
{f: f is analytic on the unit disk D and I I f (z)l' (1 - I z I 2)a &4(z) < cc }, 
and VMOJD) is the following set 
{f~L'(D):~ If(+fv4b)l W4+Oas I4 -+ I>, 
where~(z)=~f(u)lk,(u)l*dA(u). Roughly speaking VMOB(D) is the space 
of intergrable functions on D with vanishing mean oscillation near the 
boundary of D. 
THEOREM 8. Let a > - 1 and f be in Lm(D). Then H, and HJ are 
compact on weighted Bergman space A,, $f f is in VMO,(D). 
(3) From many recent results on Hankel operators and Toeplitz 
operators on the Bergman space it seems more natural to deal with the 
Toeplitz operators and Hankel operators with bounded harmonic symbols 
than with the symbols in L”(D). 
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